Hofmeister effects in the restabilization of IgG--latex particles: testing Ruckenstein's theory.
The hydration interaction is responsible for the colloidal stability observed in protein-coated particles at high ionic strengths. The origin of this non-DLVO interaction is related not only to the local structure of the water molecules located at the surface but also to the structure of those molecules involved in the hydration of the ions that surround the colloidal particles. Ruckenstein and co-workers have recently developed a new theory based on the coupling of double-layer and hydration interactions. Its validity was contrasted by their fitting of experimental data obtained with IgG-latex particles restabilized at high salt concentration. The theory details the important role played by the counterions in the stability at high salt concentrations by proposing an ion pair reaction forming surface dipoles. These surface dipoles are responsible of repulsive interactions between two approaching surfaces. This paper checks the theory with recent data where some ions associated with the Hofmeister series (NO(3)(-), SCN(-) and Ca(2+)) restabilize the same kind of IgG-latex systems by means of hydration forces. Surprisingly, these ions induce stability acting even as co-ions, likely by modifying the water structure at the surface, but not forming surface ion pairs. Therefore, this experimental evidence would question Ruckenstein's theory based on the surface dipole formation for explaining the observed restabilization phenomena.